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MONGOLIAN MINING CORP - UPDATE 

It’s been 4 months since we brought MMC to your a7en8on. It hasn’t all been bad - we’re 
up somewhere between 2x and 3x depending on when you dived in. 

The thing is we bought a bankrupt company, and one mining coal in Mongolia to boot. Coal, 
the black unloved commodity, in Mongolia, previously the darling of fron8er market 
investors, now the unloved rectum of fron8er markets. Poli8cal risk, commodity risk and 
management risk - we bought ‘em all. Anyone buying with an expecta8on of only a double 
would need their head examined for rocks, rat poison, or maybe poli8cal aspira8ons.  

One of my sources on the ground just sent me through something I share with you now. 

“A quick update on MMC, something should (sort of has to) happen by Feb 10 as this is 
when the current session of Parliament ends. The next session starts up April 5th so if this 
session ends without a deal from the IMF/Chinese etc., then the Development Bank of 
Mongolia (DBM) will default on its March repayment of $580m. As it is widely assumed, 
based on the recent rhetoric of GOM officials, that Mongolia won't default on the DBM 
repayment it could be assumed that a deal with either the IMF (who return to Ulaanbaatar 
on January 20) or Chinese (and hence a subsequent deal with Tavan Tolgoi) is nigh.  

More importantly a deal with Tavan Tolgoi (TT) needs to be done for the IMF to give 
Mongolia a bailout as royalWes from the mine would be a massive contributor to the 
naWonal budget and put Mongolia in a much less dire state of fiscal distress. So a TT deal is 
important for the IMF to model the country’s finances. Thus, the closer we get to both Jan 
20 and Feb 10 the harder the GOM will be pushed up against the proverbial wall.  



The GOM also announced last week that they will start openly debaWng the TT issue on 
the floor in Parliament which would be transparent to media. So I would assume the 
"details" of the deal have already been hashed out in whatever pub the MPP enjoys ge^ng 
plastered in the most.” 

I responded with looking at the worst case scenario...namely an inability to get at TT deal 
across the line and we looked at what this could mean. My buddy’s response was... 

“Though for fun let's now assume they don't default but the TT deal never crosses the line. 
In that case let's look at MMC's respecWve exports to China in November (This number is 
from Chinese import data for Mongolian washed coal as MMC has the only wash plant in 
the country to my knowledge) which were 610k tons. If we took that number (likely 
conservaWve going forward) and annualized it we get 7.3m tons. If we assume MMC can 
sell at an average price of USD 100/ton we get $732m. Current market cap of MMC is 
$400m. 

So the sky won't fall unless they default, but I think the odds of that are very slim. We'll find 
out on the 19th once they move toward the next step of the restructuring.“ 

Also of interest is this: 

“Chinese banking company to open its office in Mongolia 

Ulaanbaatar /MONTSAME/ At its meeWng on January 5, the Board of Directors of the 
Central bank of Mongolia has made a decision to grant Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China /ICBC/ a permission to open its representaWve office in Mongolia in 2017. 
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For the past three years, ICBC is leading the list of the best banks in the world published by 
Bankers’ Almanac and its A1 credit raWng were assigned by Major Credit RaWng Agencies. 
Also, ICBC has grown into the world’s largest lender by market capitalizaWon, with 400 
branches and offices in 42 countries and territories and 14,000 employees abroad, only 
900 of whom are from China. 

According to the Banking law of Mongolia, the representaWve office of a foreign bank is 
prohibited to undertake banking acWviWes without a license of the Bank of Mongolia. The 
office in Mongolia will engage in representaWonal and administraWve funcWons on behalf of 
the ICBC.  

Since 2008, there are several banking and financial organizaWons, such as the Bank of 
China, ANG bank of Netherlands, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking CorporaWon and the Bank of 
Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd conducWng their acWviWes in Mongolia.” 

Source here. 

Experience, and a well developed sense of cynicism have taught me that this rarely never 
happens without the requisite conversa8ons over drinks down at the favoured watering 
hole. 

So what can we deduce from the above? 

TT is being nego8ated & the GOM is going to have to restructure their debt with an IMF 
loan. 

Let me ask you a ques8on: If you were the Chinese, would you be moving into Mongolia if 
you didn’t have assurance that TT was going to be resolved? 

Yeah, me neither. 

Sincerely, 

Chris MacIntosh 

Founder & Editor In Chief, Capitalist Exploits Independent Investment Research 
Founder & Managing Partner, Asymmetric Opportuni8es Fund 
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